The visual kinetic depth effect is altered with Parkinson's disease.
People with Parkinson's disease (PD) often have visual-perceptual disorders. The goal of this study was to learn if they can develop a three dimensional (3D) percept that depends on the kinetic depth effect; that is, the viewer's ability to spatially integrate over time images that are moving along many trajectories. Sixteen patients with PD and 12 healthy matched controls were presented with stimuli that were comprised of a circular region of randomly placed dots that moved as orthographic projections of a sphere. With a normal kinetic depth effect, the Training stimuli appear as an opaque rotating ball and the Test stimuli appear as a rotating transparent ball. Whereas all controls and all PD patients reported seeing the Training stimuli as a rotating ball, the patients with PD were significantly less likely to report the Test stimuli appearing as a 3D "ball" than were the healthy participants. Instead, seven PD patients often reported these bidirectional stimuli appeared "flat." This study has revealed that some patients with PD have impaired spatio-temporal integration of bidirectional visual motions, but the mechanism accounting for this loss, as well as why only some patients had this deficit, needs further study. When the driver of a moving vehicle fixates upon a stationary target in the surroundings, bidirectional retinal image motions may occur. Failure to perceive 3D structure in such moving scenes can be plausibly suspected to contribute to adverse events such as auto accidents.